1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Ebola virus (EBOV) has emerged as a potential threat to human health worldwide, which cause a critical and serious ailment, often deadly if not cured properly. It is a member of "Filoviridae" virus family, under the genus "Ebolavirus", having five species: *Zaire Ebola*, *Tai Forest Ebola*, *Sudan Ebola*, *Bundibugyo Ebola*, and *Reston Ebola Virus* [@bib0005]. Out of these species, former four cause illness in humans, whereas the Reston Ebola Virus causes illness in primates. Ebola virus causes an illness called as hemorrhagic fever [@bib0010], especially in humans and other mammals, named as "Ebola Virus Disease" (EVD), and therefore EVD is also known as "Ebola Hemorrhagic Fever" (EHF). Ebola viruses are native to a number of African countries. The disease was firstly recognized in 1976 in two concurrent outbreaks: one of them in Nzara, an state in South Sudan, and another one in village Yambuku, previously known as Democratic Republic of Congo, adjacent to 'Ebola River', and hence the name Ebola Virus Disease [@bib0015].

1.1. EBOV and the immune system {#sec0010}
-------------------------------

EBOV is an enveloped virus having a 19 kb single-stranded, negative-sense RNA genome which encodes 7 proteins [@bib0020]. The core of the virus is composed of the RNA genome, called nucleoprotein (NP), that covers the genomic RNA and nucleocapsid viral protein 30 (VP30) which is covered by a lipid envelope having projected surface composed of a glycoprotein (GP). The surface glycoprotein is a multimer having roles in cell attachment, fusion and cell entry, helps in immune evasion and pathogenesis of disease [@bib0025]. The diagrammatic representation of Ebola genome is shown in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 1Diagrammatic representation of Ebola genome (7 identified genes).Fig. 1

Zaire Ebola Virus triggers the immune response and then punctures the vascular system. When the virus enters the body, it infects various types of immune cells by initially targeting monocytes and macrophages, and cause the release of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines [@bib0455]. In the previous studies it was shown that host Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) is a sensor for EBOV glycoprotein (GP) on virus-like particles (VLPs) and that resultant TLR4 signaling pathways lead to the production of proinflammatory cytokines and suppressor of cytokine signaling 1 (SOCS1) in a human monocytic cell line and in HEK293-TLR4/MD2 cells stably expressing the TLR4/MD2 complex. EBOV GP interacts with TLR4, and on VLPs it was able to stimulate expression of NF-κB in a TLR4-dependent manner. It was also found that budding of EBOV VLPs was more pronounced in TLR4-stimulated cells than in unstimulated control cells. These findings identify the host innate immune protein TLR4 as a sensor for Ebola virus GP and play an important role in the immune-pathogenesis.

The immune system forms a complex network of cells communicating to each other with the help of soluble mediators such as cytokines. Immune system has both innate and adaptive immunities to protect the body against pathogens. Nucleotides from RNA viruses are recognized by retinoic acid inducible gene I (RIG-I)-like helicases (RLHs) and Toll-like receptors (TLRs). It triggers signaling cascades that induce anti-viral mediators such as type I interferons (IFNs) and pro-inflammatory cytokines.

In many viral infections, the early action of cytokines produced by infected cells and dendritic cells is sufficient to eliminate the pathogen [@bib0030]. In some cases, innate defenses are not able to handle viral infection, and second-line of defenses is mobilized to ensure host survival. The adaptive defense consists of antibodies and lymphocytes, often called the humoral response and the cell mediated responses which are essential for destruction of viruses [@bib0030]. Innate and adaptive responses usually work together to eliminate the viruses, but in some cases both these immune responses are not able to eradicate the viruses which led to diseases. Filoviridae family of viruses is one of the examples which are not destroyed by the immune system.

Many studies shown that the induction of an innate immune response lead to infection or stimulation of macrophages/monocytes and DCs with Ebola virus or VLPs, respectively. For example, incubation of Ebola virus VP40 + GP VLPs with DCs led to the induction of interleukin-6 (IL-6), IL-8, NF-κB and ERK1/2. Ebola virus VP40 + GP VLPs, but not VP40 VLPs, induced cytokine and SOCS1 expression in a TLR4/MD2 dependent manner both in a human monocytic cell line (THP-1 cells) and in 293T cells expressing a functional TLR4/MD2 receptor. Stimulation of TLR4 by Ebola virus envelope GP results in an innate host response, induction of SOCS1 protein, and potential enhancement of virus egress. The detailed coverage of various genes involved in immune response can be found in [@bib0025], [@bib0030], [@bib0035], [@bib0230].

There were several EVD outbreaks in the past years, but the most severe and the largest was the recent widespread outbreak in West Africa (2013--2016), having 28,616 cases and 11,310 deaths, and estimated case fatality rate of 71% [@bib0040], [@bib0045]. [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} presents country and year-wise outbreaks, number of cases registered, and number of deaths..Fig. 2Country and year-wise EVD outbreaks statistics (1976 -- 2017) showing year of outbreaks, number of cases registered (numerator) and number of deaths (denominator). Data sources: <http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs103/en/>, <https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/outbreaks/history/summaries.html>.Fig. 2

1.2. Clinical features and complications {#sec0015}
----------------------------------------

Signs and symptoms of EVD start between 2--21 days after contacting the virus, and the most common symptoms are fever, sore throat, muscular pain and headache [@bib0050] ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} ). With high concentration of virus, vomiting, diarrhoea, and rashes are usually occurred which decrease the function of liver and kidneys. It also causes bleeding both internally and externally which lead to high risk of death and killing 90% of infected people due to low blood pressure from body fluids [@bib0055]. The severity of symptoms of EVD compared with ZikV [@bib0060], Dengue, Chikungunya and West Nile are presented in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} .Fig. 3Most common signs and symptoms of EVD after contacting the virus.Fig. 3Table 1Comparison of severity of symptoms: EBOV to ZikV, Dengue, Chikungunya and West Nile.Table 1SymptomsEBOVZikVDengueChikungunyaWest NileConjunctivitis✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Diarrhoea✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Dysphagia✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Hiccups✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Nausea✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Rashes✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Chest pain✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Headache✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Loss of appetite✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Muscle Pain✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Weakness✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Vomiting✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Abdominal pain✓✓✓✓✓✓Bleeding✓✓✓✓✓✓Fatigue✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Joint Pain✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Fever✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓

Ebola virus is responsible for haemorrhagic fever leading to various complications such as malaise, fever, vascular permeability, decreased plasma volume, coagulation abnormalities, and varying degrees of hemorrhage [@bib0065]. It is also notified that the incubation period of filoviruses is 2--21days after infection, with identifying symptoms such as chills, fever, myalgia and malaise, which is followed by lethargy, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, anorexia, diarrhea, coughing, headache, hypotension, maculopapular rash and mucosal bleeding, in the gastrointestinal and genitourinary tracts. With the pertaining of these diseases, specially as a result of hypotensive shock and multi-organ failure (including hepatic damage and renal failure), death usually occurs in 6--16 days after the onset of symptoms [@bib0070].

In a statistical study of EVD cases [@bib0075], the amount of survived and died individuals are determined by various parameters such as age, sex and symptoms as shown as charts in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} . It can be inferred from [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} that mortality rate of EVD patients are higher in males than females. Similarly, the bleeding events from faeces show a high mortality rate during admission as well as hospitalization.Fig. 4Pie Charts showing epidemiology of EBOV based on different parameters (such as age, sex and symptoms) (Source of data: [@bib0075]).Fig. 4

Several people have survived from EVD during the previous major outbreaks in Sierra *leone* (2014-16). However, many complications of EVD and its factors persist and responsible for death [@bib0080].Various signs and symptoms of EBOV infection has been associated with many complications [@bib0080], [@bib0085], given in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} .Table 2Persistence of signs, symptoms, and diagnoses in EVD Survivors of in the Follow-up Program of Médecins Sans Frontières in Freetown, Sierra *leone* extracted from [@bib0080]. Data are presented as number as well as in percent within parenthesis. Abbreviations: ETC, Ebola treatment center; GERD, gastroesophageal reflux disease; STI, sexually transmitted infection.Table 2Signs, symptoms and diagnosesAll cases, N = 166Adults age ≥ 16 yrs, n = 128Children age ≤ 15 yrs n = 38Days from ETC discharge to first follow-up visit0--30days, n = 6231--60 days, n = 4561--90 days, n = 21≥91 days, n = 38Arthralgia129(77.7)109(85.1%)20(52.6%)48(77.4%)34(75.5%)18(85.7%)29(76.3%)Fatigue116(69.8)94(73.4%)22(57.8%)51(82.3%)22(48.9%)16(76.1%)27(71.0%)Abdominal Pain90(54.2%)72(56.2%)18(47.3%)40(64.5%)21(51.1%)14(66.7%)12(34.2%)Headache87(52.4%)66(51.5%)21(55.3%)36(58.0%)25(55.6%)11(52.4%)15(39.5%)Anemia83(50%)55(42.9%)28(73.7%)36(58.0%)22 (48.8%)11(52.3%)14(36.8%)Skin rash / infection/itching81(48.8%)54(41.2%)27(71.0%)38(61.2%)21(46.7%)9(42.8%)13(34.2%)Back pain54(32.5%)46(35.9%)8(21.0%)25(40.3%)14(31.1%)8(38.1%)7(18.4%)Alopecia (diffuse)53(31.9%)43(33.5%)10(26.3%)23(37.1%)8(17.8%)10(47.6%)12(31.6%)Respiratory tract infection + otitis45(27.1%)29(22.6%)16(42.1%)17(27.4%)18(40.0%)3(14.3%)7(18.4%)Anorexia43(25.9%)36(28.1%)7(18.4%)21(33.8%)11(24.4%)5(23.8%)6(15.8%)Genital/urinary tract infection/STI38(22.8%)36(28.1%)2(5.3%)22(35.5%)5(11.1%)3(14.3%)8(21.0%)Insomnia30(18.0%)29(22.6%)1(2.6%)10(16.1%)7(15.6%)4(19.0%)9(23.7%)Gastritis/ulcer/GERD27(16.2%)26(20.3%)1(2.6%)11(17.7%)7(15.5%)4(19.0%)5(13.2%)Malaria23(13.8%)14(10.9%)9(23.7%)10(16.1%)3(6.7%)2(9.5%)8(21.0%)Moderate acute malnutrition19(11.4%)7(5.4%)12(31.6%)10(16.1%)6(13.3%)1(4.7%)2(5.2%)Cardiopathy/valvulopathy/tachycardia19(11.4%)17(13.2%)2(5.3%)7(11.3%)6(13.3%)2(9.5%)4(10.5%)Arterial hypertension12(7.2%)12(9.3%)0 (0%)4(6.4%)4(8.4%)1(4.7%)3(7.8%)Diarrhea/gastroenteritis9(5.4%)7(5.4%)2(5.3%)5(8.0%)2(4.4%)0 (0 %)2(5.3%)Any ocular complication94(56.6%)74(57.8%)20(52.6%)41(66.1%)22(48.8%)11(52.3%)20(52.6%)Uveitis58(34.9%)50(39.0%)8(32.1%)26(41.9%)10(22.2%)8(38.0%)14(36.8%)

The most common and frequent complications were Neurological problems (brain as well as spinal cord problems), Ocular complications (eye difficulties), and Musculoskeletal problems (including body's muscles problems) [@bib0090].

1.3. EBOV transmissions {#sec0020}
-----------------------

EVD is a zoonotic disease which involves animals and humans [@bib0095]. However, there is no evidence of the natural reservoir host. The scientists investigated that the fruit bats are the carrier hosts of the EBOV and usually contain the virus particles. The viruses which were carried by bats are transmitted to animals, such as monkeys, apes, forest's antelopes, and also to humans, who came in contact with the bodily fluids like blood and secretions of such infected organisms. These transmissions are possible between animal-to-animal, animal-to-human, and human-to-human ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 5EBOV transmission from fruit-bat to animals, animals-to-humans, and humans-to-humans.Fig. 5

In addition to infected skin, EVD also transmits through bodily fluids such as blood and secretions of infected people, and with some kind of objects such as beds and clothes spoiled with such type of fluids [@bib0095]. The EVD patients also cause illness to many health-care workers during care and treatment. Transmission of EBOV has also been reported when people attend traditional funeral practices which involve direct contact with the body of the deceased people ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}).

1.4. EVD epidemics and persistence of virus after recovery {#sec0025}
----------------------------------------------------------

After the transmission of Ebola virus to different part of the West Africa such as Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone, epidemic of Ebola virus disease had resulted in a total of 28,646 cases and 11,323 deaths. In addition, Ebola cases were also exported to several other African and European countries including United States, with further transmission to healthcare workers across several countries [@bib0065]. The large number of Ebola survivors has the frequency of persistent symptoms and the possibility of virus persistence in sanctuary sites, leading to delayed transmission. EBOV may also persist in immune-privileged sites and semen of survivors which lead to re-ignition of EVD outbreak. As EBOV RNA can remain detectable in immune-privileged tissues for prolonged periods of time after clearance from the blood, suggesting that it may persists during convalescence and thereafter [@bib0450]. Eliminating persistent EBOV is important to ensure full recovery of survivors and decrease the risk of outbreak re-ignition caused by EBOV spread from healthy survivors to new contact [@bib0100].

Due to persistence of EVD in West Africa, most of the survivors have many residues of infection of disease and complications, such as arthritis and vision-threatening uveitis [@bib0450]. Many of the symptoms such as fatigue, sleep disturbance, blurred vision, retro-orbital pain, hearing loss, difficulty swallowing, and muscle weakness were reported after 21 months of follow-up. This lead to delayed clearance of viruses in selected and other body compartments, semen of the men, pregnant women, fetuses, products of conception, and breast milk [@bib0105].

2. Dynamics of the mechanism of EBOV {#sec0030}
====================================

There is a very interesting relationship between the ecosystem and the human population, where ecosystem is like a natural home for humans. Wildlife plays an important source of infectious diseases for the human race. There are myriads of serious, harmful zoonotic infections that have been caused by bats (vector), for example, EBOV, Marburg, SARS-corona virus, Nipah, Hendra, multiple types of rabies etc. There is an intrinsic relationship between the ecosystem health and the human health which, unfortunately, has not been understood well [@bib0110], [@bib0115].

Our ecosystem is not just composed of the goody-goody beings, but also some of the most threatening pathogens, such as RNA viruses. These viruses are very harmful as they have the potential to adapt to new hosts and environments [@bib0120]. Henceforth, we have a challenge to protect the wildlife and their habitats, by that safeguarding vital ecosystem structures and functions having local as well as broader consequences for human wellbeing [@bib0125].There are high public health risks, disease threats which are because of RNA viruses associated with fruit bats. The spill-over of infections occurs from bats to humans, but the compendium of dynamics involved depends on the extent of spill-over that has been recognized and understood and revolves around three important factors: *Biological Factors, Environmental Factors*, and *Social Factors*.

Zoonosis related health viruses also focus less studied social and environmental queries, like why are bats the only vectors for EBOV? How do people interact with bats, both directly and indirectly? What are the environmental factors that force viral pathogen dynamics and spill-over between many species of bats? To what extent bats cause infectious diseases in human being? How do the above mentioned factors influenced in the spread of the diseases? Does the bats ancestry, its life history, and feeding habits play a role in deciding whether it is capable of becoming a vector or not? Are bats the only ones which act as a cave for many deadly viruses, or are there more vectors? To answer some of these questions, biological factors have been studied in detail, but there is a need to study the social and environmental factors. For this, it is mandatory to take up a holistic approach of study [@bib0125].

2.1. Need of the hour: the holistic approach {#sec0035}
--------------------------------------------

An integrated study of the three factors: Biological, Social, Environmental is mandatory to understand and explain the actual mechanism of zoonotic emergence. [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"} depicts and describes the holistic approach to understand zoonotic disease like EVD. We need to understand the virus evolution, transmission and its spill-over to humans using mathematical and ecological models. The dynamics of individual spill-over episodes are based around the notion of the pyramid (the triangle that has been shown in [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"} ) of pathogen emergence. It is suggested that humans are confronted by animal derived pathogens, however, only a small fraction of people (having weak immunity) get affected. Spill-over dynamics are liable to a range of local impact and practice, both social and environmental influences on viral pathogen dynamics in the manner that interaction with susceptible sympatric species [@bib0125]. These models give us a skeletal framework for studying the dynamics of infections in bat reservoir populations [@bib0130].Fig. 6Holistic approach to understanding zoonotic disease like EVD.Fig. 6Fig. 7A schematic diagram showing dynamics of individual spill-over (from EBOV to population P) in the local system, and how it is connected to three-factors Biological, Social, and Environmental domains.Fig. 7

2.2. Role of systems biology in elucidating the framework {#sec0040}
---------------------------------------------------------

Using advanced computational and analytical techniques, we can capture and develop a framework that adds the dynamic relationship between the virus (EBOV), bats, animals (candidate hosts) and humans (target) in a local system of three factors explained in [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}. Systems Biology can be used for modeling the events, and deriving the answers to all those questions which are still unanswered. Systematic Modeling and Interaction Modeling can be used extensively to model biological phenomenon. With the help of computational and analytics approaches, we can unlock many new theories related to EVD transmission, and mechanism of EBOV invasions. We can even develop better vaccines and drugs for the diseases [@bib0135]. Infectious diseases are growing rapidly as the pathogens are evolving themselves against our therapeutics. There has been an urgent need for improved remedies against pathogens. Systems Biology based studies have proved to be icing on the cake! Systems Biology based analysis have been worked out recently in order to capture how the host genes are associated with the viral replication that tend to occupy space in the human protein interactome [@bib0140], [@bib0145]. A comprehensive systems-level analysis of the virus-host interactome is very important for understanding the roles of host factors with the end goal of discovering new druggable antiviral targets ([@bib0150]; Chasman, et al., 2014).

Many antiviral drug discovery approaches have produced appreciable achievements but there are no medications available in order to fight it. Systems biology based antiviral drug studies have tremendously helped in the identification of new antiviral candidates. Cheng et al. [@bib0155] have proposed an integrated approach to determine new antiviral candidates for the existing drugs by adding drug-gene patterns into the virus-host interactome. Using systems biology analysis they have determined three molecule drugs namely, *Ajmaline*, *Piroxicam* and *Azlocillin*, as the new drug candidates for anti-Ebola virus treatment. Along with this, they have also proposed the mechanism showing how these drugs can block the Ebola virus and henceforth, inhibit the infection.

In addition, software tools are also developed to identify EVD patients, along with the risk of EVD suffering in the future. Ebinformatics Software [@bib0160], known to be Ebola Fuzzy Informatics system, is developed in order to diagnose, prescribe appropriate medications to EVD patients. Based on the user evaluation result, this software has proven to be a valuable addition to the operational and research enterprise to fight against Ebola [@bib0160]. This multifaceted yet single platform has been achieved by gathering information such as factors that cause Ebola-like signs and symptoms, and a system was developed based on facts for the prognosis and diagnosis of the disease. This system relates the conditions and answer whether one is suffering from EVD or not.

2.3. Need to correlate the three factors {#sec0045}
----------------------------------------

These are the biological, social, and environmental factors that are responsible for the disease spread. Such factors, as mentioned earlier, are not understood well for most of the zoonotic diseases. Thus, there is a need for some sort of empirical modeling techniques which can elucidate and derive a correlation of disease spill-over and their forces at various levels [@bib0135], [@bib0165]. Spatially categorical ecosystem data, including wildlife densities, livestock densities, human population densities, climate and socio-economic variables are mostly accessible for such analyses [@bib0135], [@bib0165].

In a nutshell, there is an urgent need for a framework for the holistic study of diseases caused by bats as the vector. Interdisciplinary studies play a vital role in mining the zoonotic diseases. The collaboration between Life Sciences, Mathematics, Systems Biology, Computational and Analytical approaches is a must for studying the disease dynamics. This will also help us to understand how to cope up with such apex diseases, and preventing them from spreading further.

3. Clinical strategies and challenges in the treatment {#sec0050}
======================================================

The most recent and the biggest epidemic implicating more than 28,000 cases in West Africa was triggered by a variant strain of EBOV with an approximate global death of ∼40% [@bib0170]. We lacked the certified therapeutics to treat EVD during 2014--15 outbreaks which demolished West African countries [@bib0175].

As diagnostic techniques for EBOV, Enzyme-linked immune-sorbent assay (ELISA) and real-time Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (rRT-PCR) are the mostly used. Antigen or antibody (IgM/IgG) is ascertained by ELISA and rRT-PCR through which presence of Ebola virus-specific genes are identified after virus isolation. However, antibody-capture ELISA method is restricted to be applied during early diagnosis due to non-appearance of antibodies within 1--2 week(s) of illness [@bib0180]. The developmental stages of therapeutics and drugs against EBOV have been very slow as most of the procedures related to the research and development has always been tricky and a big challenge, plus, it requires bio-safety level-4 laboratories.

Though a number of vaccines and anti-viral drugs have been developed against EBOV which provided satisfying results only for the first phase of clinical trials, but phase II, III and IV studies didn't pass the trial lately. This failure highlights the fact that we still need better equipment, resources and technology to develop an optimized treatment for preventing and curing EVD. International organizations are establishing treatment centers which must be prepared to enlist patients for clinical trials, and have appropriate structures for the management of ethical and medico-legal requirements [@bib0185], [@bib0190].

Other challenges to conduct clinical trials are the need to train personnel to enter the "red zone" of Ebola Treatment Centres, thus, avoiding from risk exposure to Ebola, seeking consent from serious EVD patients for complex studies, and managing and expediting ethical review process between various governmental and non-governmental healthcare/research organizations [@bib0195]. The following section mentions known therapeutics which comprises of vaccines, small molecule based therapies, antibody based therapies, and also showcases how far we have reached in developing latest vaccines and drugs to eliminate EBOV [@bib0200].

3.1. Symptomatic treatment against Ebola {#sec0055}
----------------------------------------

Symptomatic treatment refers to the immediate and urgent treatment that is given when a person gets infected. This treatment is completely dependent on clinical requirements, viz. oral/intravenous therapy, analgesics, antipyretics, anti-diarrheal medications, antipsychotic drugs etc.., as per the patient's signs and symptoms [@bib0205], [@bib0440]. [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"} summarizes detailed information about the medications that are used for the symptomatic treatment along with the side effects that may arise.Table 3Summarized table about the symptomatic treatment for initial symptoms developed by patients who get infected with Ebola, along with the description of medications and side effects. The table has been derived from Department of Health, Republic of South Africa (Clinical Management of patients with Ebola virus disease (2015), (URL:<http://www.nicd.ac.za/assets/files/clin_mx_feb15.pdf>) and Ebola Clinical Care Guidelines organized by the Public Health Agency of Canada (URL [www.ammi.ca/media/69846/Ebola%20Clinical%20Care%20Guidelines%202%20Sep%202014.pdf](http://www.ammi.ca/media/69846/Ebola%20Clinical%20Care%20Guidelines%202%20Sep%202014.pdf){#intr0020}).Table 3Symptoms observed in the patientsSymptomatic treatmentDescription of the treatmentSide-effects that may occurHeadache, Fever, Chills, Body AcheAcetaminophen (Paracetamol)Acetoaminophen is a p-aminophenol derivative with analgesic and antipyretic properties. The antipyretic property is because of inhibition of prostaglandin synthesis and release in the CNS.(i) May cause skin, eyes, and respiratory irritations. (ii) It may be harmful, if swallowed.Pain (Joints, Chest, Bones, Abdomen)Morphine, Fentanil (fentanyl)Morphine is an opiate alkaloid extracted from the Poppy plant (*Papaver somniferum*). It binds and activates specific opiate receptors that are involved in controlling most of the functions of brain. Fentanil is a synthetic, lipophilic phenyl piperidine opoid agonist anesthetic and analgesic property.(i) Morphine, if taken in excess may cause drowsiness and dizziness. (ii) Fentanil if swallowed, may be fatal, cause breathing difficulties, skin allergies, damages fertility and harm to breast fed children.DiarrhoeaImodium (Loperamide)Loperamide is a synthetic agent chemically related to opiates with anti-diarrheal properties.Toxic if swallowed.Vomiting / NauseaMetaclopramide, Ondansetron; some physicians may also recommend NG tube (Nasogastric Intubation)Metaclopramide is a substituted benzamide and a derivative of para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA), with gastroprokinetic and anti-emetic effects. Ondansetron is a competitive serotonin type 3 receptor antagonist viz. used to treat nausea and vomiting.(i) Metaclopramide may have reproductive toxicity. (ii) Ondansetron generally causes headaches, constipation and dizziness, and skin irritations.Psychotic EpisodesDiazepam, HaloperidolDiazepam is a benzodiazepine derivative with sedative, hypnotic and anticonvulsant properties. Haloperidol is a phenyl piperdinyl-butyrophenone that is used to treat schizophrenia and other psychoses.•Diazepam is suspected to cause cancer.•Haloperidol causes skin, eyes and respiratory irritations, and reproductive toxicity.HiccupsChlorpromazine may also be treated by using NG tube.It is basically an anti-psychotic drug but has many other properties, it is used as an anti-emetic drug and it also used in the treatment of intractable hiccups.Acute toxicity and causes skin problems.

3.2. Therapeutics involved in treatment {#sec0060}
---------------------------------------

Vaccinations are known to play a pivot role in reducing risks of many diseases, including EVD. Since the rise of biotechnology, pharmaceuticals have also used the antibodies (IgG/IgM) and other small molecules (lipids) to reduce the risk of Ebola, summarized details is given in [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"} .Vaccination alone is no "cure-all remedy". We need to have a better management system which abstains itself from all the bigotry and favoritism.Table 4Summarized therapies used for EVD.Table 4*ProductCompanyDescriptionIntakeClinical trial stages of evaluation*Favipiravir (T-705, Avigan)Toyama Chemical, Fujifilm Group (Tokyo, Japan)6-Fluoro-3-hydroxy-2-pyranizecarboxamide licensed anti-influenza drug, viral RNA Pol(L) inhibitor.OralIn Phase III but drug not tested on EVD patient.ZMappMappBio (San Diego, USA)Cocktail of 3 humanized chimeric neutralizing antibodies c13c6, 2G4,4G7, targets viral GP.Intravenous InjectionCurrently in Phase I & II. Drug tested on EVD patients.Convalescent PlasmaN/AABO-compatible plasma from convalescent donorsIntravenous InjectionNot confirmed, but studies reveal that out of 8 patients only 1 died.JK-05Sihuan Pharmaceutical(Beijing, China)Inhibitor of the viral RNA pol.Intravenous InjectionDrug not tested, but it is studied for army personnel for emergency use only.BCX4430BioCryst Pharmaceuticals(North Carolina)Broad spectrum antiviral effective against RNA viruses.N/AIn Phase I but drug not tested.TKM-Ebola(TKM)Arbutus BioPharma(Canada)siRNA lipid nanoparticle product used to target mRNAs of viral RNA pol (L) and viral protein 35(VP35).Intravenous InjectionIn Phase II, but drug not tested.Brincidofovir(CMX001)Chimerix (Durham, USA)3-Hexadecycloxy-1-propanol(HDP) lipid associate of acyclic nucleoside phosphonatecidofovir EBOV, but mode of action in not known.OralWithdrawn from Phase II, butdrug not tested.Anti-Ebola hyperimmune globulinN/APrepared from plasma of donors having high antibodies against specific antigen.Intravenous InjectionAnimal studies completed.GS-5734Gilead (Foster City, U.S.A.)Monophosphoramidate prodrug which acts as an inhibitor for RNA pol in viruses.Intravenous InjectionPhase II passed.AVI-6002Sarepta Therapeutics (Cambridge, MA)Combination of 2 phosphorodiamidatemorpholino antisense oligomers \[PMOs\] with positive charges on tabbed subunits (PMOplus™). Interferes with RNA signaling involved in protein synthesis.Intravenous InjectionPassed In Phase I, but drug not tested.rGP nanoparticle (Novavax)Gaithersburg (Maryland, USA)Needs 2 injections.Intravenous InjectionIn Phase II.ChAd-EBOV, Ad5-EBOV, cAd3-EBOV (GSK), Ad26 and MVA-EBOVMerck, gsk, J&J, CanSinotech.Long term immunity.Intramuscular InjectionRecruitment is unknown, but passed Phase I.FGI-103Investigational New Drug (IND, U.S.A.)Antiviral drug, mechanism of action not known.Intraperitoneal Injection (Mice)In Phase III.U18666A(3β)-3-\[2-(Diethylamino)ethoxy\]androst-5-en-17-one hydrochloride)N/AA cell permeable drug which inhibits cholesterol trafficking, cholesterol transport from late endosomes/lysosomes to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), but not cholesterol transport to bilipid layered membrane.OralIn Phase I.ClomipheneApproved by AHFS (U.S.A.)Comprises of 2 isomers: enclomiphene (trans-clomiphene) and zuclomiphene (cis-clomiphene). Enclomiphene is an estradiol receptor antagonist while the latter being an estradiol receptor agonist.Intraperitoneal Injection (Mice)Between Phase II and III.ToremipheneApproved by AHFS (U.S.A.)It is an oral Selective Estrogen Receptor Modulator (SERM), opposes the actions of estrogenin the body.Intraperitoneal Injection (Mice)In Phase III.FX06Fibrex Medical Inc. (Austria)Naturally occurring peptide derived from the neo-N-terminus of fibrin Bbeta(15-42). It prohibits leukocyte migration over the gap junctions of endothelial cells. FX06 has authenticated safety in acute and subchronic toxicological studies and has entered clinical development lately.Fluid IntakeIn Phase II.Chloroquine (7-chloro-N-\[5-(diethylamino)pentan-2-yl\]quinolin-4-amine)Bayer AG (Germany)Chloroquine emerged as optimum in vitro EBOV inhibitors.OralPhase IV.StatinsSankyo (Japan)Lipid-lowering drug which shows anti-inflammatory, immune modulatory & antiviral characteristics.OralIn Phase II.Fingolimod (FTY720)Novartis (Switzerland)Advantageous agent for avoidance of transplant rejection & autoimmune diseases; provide to reduce inflammation and fatality in mice.OralPhase IV complete.Ribavirin (Rebetol)Fulford Limited (India), and Lupin Laboratories Limited (Pinnacle)Interferes with capping of viral mRNA and not recommended because of severe adverse effects.Oral (Capsule)In Phase IV.LamivudineGlaxosmith Keine (gsk), USAA nucleoside analogue that interfere gene replication; no survival benefit demonstrated in EVD.OralIn Phase II.AmiodaroneApproved by FDAN/AOralIn Phase III.[^1]

Drug discovery and development is a very expensive process in both the terms time and money. Once such medications are ready to be circulated, these medications are not easily available to the low economic countries. Therefore, it is an utmost responsibility of the pharmaceutical industries and the governments to join their hands and to make such medications available at cheap costs. After all, a human being is a resource, and a life saved is more important than to make heaps of stocks of money. The current drugs that are being used to treat Ebola affected patients are so costly, for example: *Favipiravir* (T-705) 25mg costs around \$280, whereas, the same medicine but of a higher dosage, about 100mg costs around \$780. Such therapeutic treatments and medications are very costly, which actually can be one of the reasons why we still lag behind in completely eliminating Ebola roots from the world. Epidemiologic practices, like toss-back analyses to establish and lazaretto people debunked to Ebola, are momentous to curb the spill-over. Such control practices are desired to train people on the ground in even the most lonesome locale [@bib0430]. Given that nosocomial transmission has contributed heavily to past Ebola epidemics [@bib0210]. It is also indispensible to coalesce vaccination with nosocomial contact precautions and quarantining [@bib0215], [@bib0220].

Several problems were faced by the scientists while evaluating the drugs mentioned in [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}. Before testing any drug, patients need to be isolated and there should be no contact between the patients and the rest of the people, which can cause further contamination [@bib0455]. The blood samples are taken and rapidly sent to the pathological laboratories for testing. In the fresh phase of the disease, fluid replacement therapy hysterically escalates the probability of endurability. *Ribavirin*, the only acknowledged antiviral viz. competent against certain VHF pathogens such as Lassa fever, is not active against Ebola viruses, which is unfortunate as it has already passed the 3rd phase of clinical trials. *ZMapp*, on the other hand, is a combination of monoclonal antibodies used to treat Ebola patients. Its role in treating EVD is still not certified as enough data proving it to be efficient is yet not published. It works well when tested on non-primates as it was capable enough to revert back the EVD. *Favipiravir* is the most commonly used and tested drug on humans. When tested on mice, it prevented its death, but its activity in non-human models still need to be validated. *BCX~4430~* is another drug extensively studied and worked on, and has proved to be effective against Marburg Viruses in non-human primate models and Ebola model of mice. Ebola outbreak of Kikwit in 1995 was treated with patients being treated to Convalescent Plasma treatment, which at that time proved to be better as fewer people died and many survived. These days, with latest techniques and technology, this treatment is not being used much [@bib0225].

Other drugs such as *TKM*, *AVI6002*, *Amiodarone*, *Lamivudine*, *Statins*, *Clomiphene*, *U18666-A*, and *Novavax* are still under developed (Phase-I and Phase-II of clinical trials). These drugs have been proven to be effective against mice but there is no trace of their efficacy in humans. Both developed and developing therapeutics are under clinical trials and have some Achilles heels, but most of them have passed phase II trials. It means that they are capable enough of treating Ebola patients, but at the same time it needs to be suitable enough and efficient enough to work on the human body. These drugs pass the test on animal, non-primates human models, but usually fail to respond testing on human because of its complex mechanism. Furthermore, EBOV attacks the innate and the adaptive immunity, thereby creating chaos which restricts these drugs in the human body.

3.3. Mode of vaccine delivery {#sec0065}
-----------------------------

Vaccines can be delivered using two main routes: Cytomegalovirus (CMV) based vaccination, and Intranasal Route. The CMV-based vaccination has been studied in rodents [@bib0230], [@bib0235]. A single dosage of CMV expressing a CD8T cell epitope from nucleoprotein of EBOV persuaded durable CD8 + T cell immunity up to 33 weeks. No EVD was detected in vaccinated mice. These mice did, nevertheless, confirm loss of weight, implying protection [@bib0195]. The intranasal route was suggested as an effective vaccine delivery route [@bib0240]. This approach has the potential to escalate compliance, especially in populations dubious of Western therapeutics and medications [@bib0195].

3.4. Candidate vaccines {#sec0070}
-----------------------

There are several vaccines which are developed, but Live Attenuated Vaccines are aforethought and examined as an aboriginal, a competitor, full of potency, and asylum were tested using nonhuman anthropoids as primary animal figurines. Despite, the results did not ascertain any cogent vaccine candidates even in commensuration of animal model [@bib0445]. Nevertheless, Ebola vaccine design and development studies have been going on for the last several decades, but unfortunately, the pace was not so rapid or rewarding. As a result, the development of vaccines related to EBOV has several limitations related to safety and personal expertise [@bib0180]. Some approaches were based on DNA, called *DNA Vaccine*, and were initiated during 2000s. Such approaches were tested and found to be successful. In DNA vaccine, infused nucleoprotein (NP) or glycoprotein (GP) of EBOV acts as an antigen to activate host immune responses and infused antigen-delivering DNA boosts the immunization [@bib0245]. Recently, a trial using Vesicular Stomatitis Virus (VSV) platform has been devised as bivalent vaccine against EBOV showing systemic immune responses safe-guarding animals after injection [@bib0250]. This non-segmented, negative stranded RNA virus is likewise celebrated to be a superlative competitor for recombinant DNA vaccine belvedere across several filoviruses as the virtue of the virus is an animal pathogen that does not coax any kind of serious manifestations in humans [@bib0250], [@bib0255].VSV based candidate vaccines (VSV-GP) have been successful in mice and have proved to give complete protection and also, have shown to be effective in the post exposure treatment regime. Since VSV-based vaccines are replication competent recombinant viruses, their use have been suspected in humans [@bib0435]. VSV based vaccines are an exclusive feature that is very precious in laboratory accidents, outbreak and bio-weapon exposure situations [@bib0260]. A review on phase-I trials of EBOV vaccines can be in found in Lambe et al. [@bib0265].

3.5. Antibodies based therapy {#sec0075}
-----------------------------

Human survivors of EVD are liable to early accumulate long standing neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) which may bind to EBOV structural enveloped glycoprotein (GP) [@bib0270]. Identifying such NAbs and their mechanism of activity is important for the development of novel immunotherapy and vaccines against EBOV. The broadness of aegis of such NAbs is wavering and still enduring study, which includes use of Convalescent Blood Products (Plasma) and ZMapp. Convalescent Plasma therapy is an immunotherapy, whereas ZMapp is a monoclonal antibody which degrades the EBOV transmembrane glycoprotein, helping the virus to attach, fuse and enter the host organism [@bib0275].

3.6. Under-sized molecules and drugs {#sec0080}
------------------------------------

There are numerous known and accepted abettors and pin-pointed compounds that show paradoxical-EBOV activity. For instance, *benzodiazepine* derivative which forestalls EBOV entry into the host cells [@bib0280]. We have matured drugs against EBOV, which have proved to be competent, like *Favipiravir*. *Favipiravir* performs antiviral activities against negative stranded RNA viruses, and has been administered in European Centres in the last EVD outbreak. Molecules such as *Phosphorodiamidate Morpholino Oligomers* (PMOs), and small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) are found useful in abbreviating carnage when supervised to NHPs up to 1 h after disclosure [@bib0285], [@bib0290]. AVI 6002 is a unification of positively charged PMOs devised to point mRNA sequences of VP24 and VP35 in EBOV. It is presently going through phase-I clinical trials for EBOV post-exposure treatment [@bib0195]. *Brincidofovir* (CMX001) is a prodrug of cidofovir and is an emphatic anti-DNA antiviral antidote by impeding viral replication, discouraging viral DNA polymerases. Currently, it is going through Phase-III clinical trials for its application against adenovirus and cytomegalovirus. Hence, *Brincidofovir* are used in crunch positions in subjects vitiated with EBOV [@bib0295]. *BCX4430*, another antiviral, restrains viral RNA polymerase activity circumlocutory through non-obligate RNA chain termination, exhibiting adequacy in pre-exposure EBOV treatment in vitro in small animal model. It showed protection from antagonist EBOV after taking BD oral and IM administration for 9days [@bib0300]. However, combination of *ZMapp* and high dosage of *Favipiravir* have proven to yield better results than the rest.

4. Resistance or Resilience: what is better for combating Ebola? {#sec0085}
================================================================

In ecology, *resistance* refers to the characteristic feature of populations (communities), which remain unchanged when subjected to any turbulent episode, both natural and artificial (man-made). On the other hand, resilience is defined as the potential of the populations (communities) to respond to the disturbances by resisting the damage caused and by rapid recovery. If we correlate the two terms, we may answer how communities have coped EVD. Resilience in general means "Elasticity", i.e., transforming our medical health systems into resilient ones in order to become multifaceted, giving care and support to the patients to overcome the past and prepare them for a better future [@bib0305], [@bib0310]. Healthcare systems can be termed as resilient only when they have the zeal and springiness in their mode of action towards such epidemic disease spills [@bib0315]. They must also provide patients with everyday benefits and optimistic results for living an exceptionally beautiful future. This joy of double benefit and an upgraded performance in all times is what is known as "*the resilience dividend*" [@bib0320].

Resistance in disease spill-over is rarely observed. Resilience, on the other hand, proves to be a better option. The Ebola outbreak in the past has shown us a mirror that we lag behind when it comes to a resilient human healthcare system. Constructing resilience is ambience-dependent and verbose which needs progressive appraisal of healthcare systems, strengths and weaknesses, contributions in susceptible and sensitive peripherals of the system ahead of any cataclysmic episodes, support during such emergencies, and an analysis and audit of the conduct of work after the outbreak. Resilience is not a passive or stagnant construct, for instance, the accelerated measures of improvement from a disaster is a fundamental and an essential part of accomplishment [@bib0320].

Resilient Heath System (RHS) is a comprehensive and a universal civic congenial approach which requires concerted and a corporate acknowledgement from all over the world. Capitalizing for this antiphon can materialize from conventional subdued donor sources, or from international sources where countries contribute a hefty amount [@bib0325]. Diversified fields such as- ecology, engineering, complex adaptive systems, psychology, and civil health have created resilience scheme [@bib0330], [@bib0335]. Here we propose five mantras to a RHS, composed of five rules that must be followed by every medical healthcare system, as depicted and described in [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 8The 5 mantras (features) of a Resilient Health System.Fig. 8

Along with the therapies mentioned in previous section, EVD patient needs a special yet specified care. Clinical researches can be integrated into standard care towards the evaluation of EBOV specific therapies [@bib0340]. Optimized Standard Of Care (oSOC) is focused on the standardized routine of care, which involves 6 steps [@bib0340], depicted in [Fig. 9](#fig0045){ref-type="fig"} , which is self-explanatory.Fig. 9Optimized Standard of Care routine involving six steps .Fig. 9

5. Ebola mathematical model with control {#sec0090}
========================================

Optimal control theory has been applied to study the dynamic mechanism of EBOV, which can be used to reduce its susceptibility in the population. The mathematical model of EBOV was created by Bonyah and collaborators [@bib0345], which provides EBOV control strategy. In this mode, two treatment controls are applied to the infected and late stage infected (super) human population. For this, Pontryagin's Maximum Principle [@bib0350] is employed to characterize optimally control, which is then solved numerically. It is observed that time optimal control exist in the EBOV model. The activation of each control showed a positive reduction of infection. The overall effect of activation of all the controls simultaneously reduced the effort required for the reduction of the infection quickly [@bib0345].

In Bonyah et al. [@bib0345], mathematical model of EBOV disease include prevention and treatments measures as optimal control. By exploring and using Pontryagin's maximum principle, condition for optimal control to minimize disease in a finite time can be derived and analyzed. The model system of Ebola has six NLDEs (Non-Linear Ordinary Differential Equations), which have been given by [@bib0350] and Bonyah et al. [@bib0345], as follows:$$\frac{dS}{dt} = \,\mu N - \left( {1 - u_{1}} \right)\left( {\beta_{1}I_{1} + \beta_{2}I_{2} + \beta_{F}F} \right)S - \mu S$$ $$\frac{dE}{dt} = \left( {1 - u_{1}} \right)\left( {\beta_{1}I_{1} + \beta_{2}I_{2} + \beta_{F}F} \right)S - \left( {\alpha u_{2} + \mu} \right)E$$ $$\frac{dI_{1}}{dt} = \alpha u_{2}E - \left( {u_{3}\delta_{1}\gamma_{1} + \mu} \right)I_{1}$$ $$\frac{dI_{2}}{dt} = u_{3}\delta_{1}\gamma_{1}I_{1} - \left( {u_{3}\delta_{2}\gamma_{2} + \mu} \right)I_{2}$$ $$\frac{dF}{dt} = u_{3}\delta_{2}\gamma_{2}I_{2} - \gamma_{f}F$$ $$\frac{dR}{dt} = u_{3}{(1 - \delta}_{1})\gamma_{1}I_{1} + u_{3}\left( {1 - \delta_{2}{)\gamma}_{2}I_{2} - (\mu + \gamma_{R}} \right)R$$

Given all *S*(0), *E*(0), *I* ~1~(0), *I* ~2~(0), *F*(0), and *R*(0) \> = 0, where the model partitions total populations, denoted by epidemiological sub population of susceptible (*S*), those exposed to Ebola virus (*E*), those individuals with the first stage of infection (*I* ~1~), those individuals with the second stage of infection(*I* ~2~), and the fraction of the population who recovered are denoted by (*R*). The fraction of population who died, and/or being processed for burial is represented as *F*. Coefficients β~1~, β~2~ and β~f~ are the rates at which the susceptible become infected by an infectious individual in the first, second, and burial stage per unit of time, respectively. An exposed individual moves to the first stage of infectious class at a rate of α. The average length of first stage of illness is denoted by γ~1~ ^−1^ and the average length of second stage of illness is γ~2~ ^−1^. The average time from death till one is buried is denoted by γ~f~ ^−1^. Average duration of Ebola treatment unit bed occupancy after recovery is γ~r~ ^−1^. δ~1~ denotes the fraction of infected who progress to the second stage of infection and δ~2~ is the fraction who subsequently progress to death. The natural per capita mortality of EVD rate is denoted by μ. [Fig. 10](#fig0050){ref-type="fig"} presents a schematic diagram as compartment of Ebola Model, where population of susceptible (*S*) may be exposed to EBOV (*E*), which can further go to stage 1 (*I* ~1~) and may either recover (R) if treated properly, or moved to stage 2 (*I* ~2~). From stage 2 (*I* ~2~), patient may either be recovered (R), or died (*F*).Fig. 10Schematic diagram showing unit compartments of Ebola Model, where population of susceptible (S) may be exposed to EBOV (E), which can further go to stage 1 (I~1~). From I~1~, it may either recover (R) if treated properly, or moved to stage 2 (I~2~). From stage 2 (I~2~), patient may either be recovered (R), or died (F) (Source: [@bib0345]).Fig. 10

The control functions *u* ~1~(t), *u* ~2~(t), and *u* ~3~(t) are bounded Lebesques integrable functions. The objective is to reduce the number of infected individuals with the EBOV, while at the same time keeping the cost of treatment very low [@bib0345].The optimal control strategy applied to this model shows that proper medication on the right time basis will ensure that EVD can be cured [@bib0345].

6. Challenges ahead {#sec0095}
===================

Ebola has been proven to be the most dangerous and fatal disease to mankind since its first outbreak in 1976. The disease transmission is known to be uncontrolled, and it is probable for its spill over to the unaffected areas of the world. The Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is engaged extensively with allies to help stop the epidemic at its source in Africa. Every month, thousands of people from affected areas travel to different part of the world including other parts of Africa, United States, Europe, and Asia. As long as Ebola is spreading in these regions, clinicians are required to be vigilant to the likelihood of EVD, assess travel history, and immediately separate and test ill travelers who have travelled toEVD affected regions in the past 3 weeks, and have manifestations persistent with EVD [@bib0355]. The CDC has circulated guidelines about identifying, separating, diagnosing, and treating patients (<http://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/hcp/infection-prevention-and-control-recommendations.html>). Some of the major challenges in Ebola research are as follows:

6.1. Directions for management of EVD {#sec0100}
-------------------------------------

A large number of healthcare workers need to be trained to manage severe and fatal EVD. It may also be planned to treatment post-EVD complications, including social and psychological support. Although, several governmental and non-governmental agencies have been established to control the activities related to any outbreak, and establishment of supportive health-care system, but still basic challenge is that survivors need some specialised services. Therefore, mental health, eye care, and professionals need to be trained, and clinics need to be established [@bib0105].

6.2. Setting sight on targeting the virulent pathogen-contingencies and challenges {#sec0105}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Remedial treatment for viral contagion can be universally assorted as agents that intrude the virus and its replication cycle without any deviation, or as abettors that aid and entrench host immune deterrence. According to the golden rule, there are bountiful targets and multifarious plans for both the above mentioned categories. This exuberant of quiescent targets could result in numerous remedial approaches. In conjunction with antisense targeting of the viral genome, inhibition of the replicase or polymerase activity by small-molecule inhibitors, including other specific molecular targets are important for the formation of a replication-competent complex [@bib0360].The modernistic advancement of reverse genetics and filovirus reporter-based mini-genomes [@bib0365], conjointly, Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP)expressing EBOV [@bib0370], is likely to promote the apperception of inhibitors of filovirus replication.

6.3. Ancillary therapeutics for Ebola {#sec0110}
-------------------------------------

Filovirus infections are correlated with many pathological circumstances, inclusive of promulgated intravascular coagulation, that has given results from up-regulation of tissue factor on the surface of leukocytes [@bib0375]. Limited accomplishment contra to EBOV bugs in rhesus monkeys applying recombinant nematode anticoagulant protein C2 has lately been proclaimed [@bib0380]. Despite the fact, the study is promising, the service of anticoagulant therapy in humans which needs supplementary studies distinctly in consolidation with clear-cut antiviral remedies [@bib0385].

6.4. Aggrandizing elemental immunity {#sec0115}
------------------------------------

The ambition of a few antiviral abettors is to tip antithesis of the immune response facing innate immunity and avows definite immune consent mechanisms, viz. adaptive immunity, to ratify [@bib0035]. At the crisis of copious native (elemental), immune responses are interferons, a family of molecules that can precisely elicits antiviral responses. Though, the services of interferons as broad-spectrum antivirals antiquate finite both by the ephemerality and lethality of their effects. This has threatened attention about the expectancies for a wide array of other newly characterized cytokines that also encourage innate immunity. Furthermore, other conveniences for drug interference have emerged in targeting viral pathogens. The recognition of proteins originated by vaccination and influenza virus which serve as interferon antagonists [@bib0390], [@bib0395] was ensued by presentation that Ebola viruses [@bib0400] and Marburg viruses [@bib0405] also produce interferon antagonists.

6.5. Is Ebola the new bio-weapon? {#sec0120}
---------------------------------

Bioterrorism and Bio-weapons are the new tinge of today's demagogic society. The discombobulating caused by the incendiary communities can be anything, of any form. The spill-over of virulent bugs put a perpetual impendence to the global health. Enough heed is paid to the emanation of comparatively unfamiliar or unknown bugs, viruses etc, e.g. EBOV. Most epidemics materialize due to external and topographical factors. Occasionally, notwithstanding, hominid prying with nature impacts lead to the spill-over of the diseases. A few zoonoses plunge to human host because the rainforest habitat of former animal hosts is reduced. The success of bio-terroristic effort is measured by societal disruption and panic, and not by abrupt number of casualties [@bib0410]. Among three classes of bioterrorism agents defined by CDC, category A includes the highest-prerogative abettor which can be easily transmitted from person-to-person causing secondary and tertiary cases. It causes high fatality and high impact on public health, public panic and social disruption. Filoviridae have been placed in category A, and EBOV also causes lethalness, may be misused as an ultimate destructive agent for mankind.

6.6. Lesson learn from past outbreaks {#sec0125}
-------------------------------------

Modern lessons learnt from Ebola outbreaks in the past should be standardized. The previous experiences of malfunctioning and failure have to be remembered and accordingly new practices have to be implemented [@bib0415]. The basic lessons that have been learnt seeing the past outbreaks are as follows [@bib0420]:

Disease detection and disease response systems must be invigorated.

International funding must be present beforehand. International stocks of protective apparatus and supplies must be controlled and its uses must be available.

The public health society must identify the positive potential of the international media in organizing public ideas and resources for infectious disease control, and they must entertain their needs without backing off from the primary mission.

It becomes an utmost responsibility of WHO to educate people round the globe about any new outbreaks of diseases by utilizing electronic communication systems.

Challenges that still lie ahead in eliminating EBOV

There is an urgent need to accelerate the rate of drug and vaccine development so as to prevent the spread of the disease, and to eliminate it. Ethical issues have been raised for usage of experimental treatments and vaccines which are in very limited supply. However, a vaccine which is safe and effective would further protect in outbreak situations [@bib0355].

Candidate vaccines should be evaluated and updated on a regular basis.

Novel technologies must be quickly adopted, as they are very likely to yield faster and better results. These technologies and analytical equipment must be inexpensive so that any small laboratory can also work with them.

A holistic approach should be used in order to understand the mechanism and treat the atrocious EVD.

In order to understand the mechanism and the dynamics of the virus, Systems Biology, Computational, Analytical, Mathematical fields of studies must be amalgamated, which eventually would lead to the formation of framework, describing the intrinsic details of Ebola.

There is a need to strengthen our health and security agendas, to fight with the virulent pathogens.

More and more consultants, nurses, are needed who are willing to treat the Ebola patients. There should be better hospital infrastructures, and clinics, which are fully fuelled with the laboratories and technologies.

Ebola outbreak also comes with a chance to scale up mental healthcare sorely needed within the affected countries. It is very important to provide heed to the mental health being [@bib0425].

7. Conclusion {#sec0130}
=============

Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) is a potentially threatening illness to human health globally, caused by Ebola Virus (EBOV) of the virus family Filoviridae. EBOV is an enveloped virus composed of 18.8--19 kb single-stranded, negative sense RNA genome that encodes 7 proteins and has surface glycoprotein presenting roles in cell attachment, fusion and cell entry involved in immune evasion and pathogenesis of disease. Transmission of the virus is generally zoonosis which involves animals and humans. As it was identified that fruit bats are the reservoir hosts of the Ebola Virus and therefore they carried this virus and transmits to other animals and further to humans. The spill-over of infections basically occurs from bats to humans but the dynamical mechanism of EBOV is understood by 3 factors, namely, Biological Factors, Environmental Factors and Social Factors, and therefore, the infectious interaction between bats and the ecosystem is responsible for the spill-over dynamics of deadly diseases either directly (bats -\> humans) or indirectly (bats -\> animals -\> humans). So, to understand the framework for the holistic study of disease dynamics mechanism of EBOV, various approaches such as Life Sciences, Mathematics, Systems Biology, Computational, and Analytical methods need to be applied.

The Ebola outbreak in the past has shown us a mirror that we dawdle behind when it comes to a resilient human healthcare system. Constructing resilience is ambience-dependent and bombastic which needs progressive appraisal of healthcare systems, strengths and weaknesses, contributions in susceptible and sensitive components of the system ahead of any cataclysmic episodes. Resilient Heath System (RHS) is a global and a universal civic congenial approach which requires concerted and a corporate acknowledgement from all over the world.

There is a big challenge in the treatment of EVD as there is no approved therapeutics so far. But some of the diagnostic methods such as ELISA and rRT-PCR are generally used. In addition, a number of vaccines and antiviral drugs are under the development against EVD by using animal models such as mice, guinea pigs, and NHPs to test the safety and efficacy of the vaccines or drugs, which gives results for only phase I clinical trials. Phase II, III, and IV trials didn't give better results due to lack of equipment, resources and technology. Various small molecules and antiviral drugs, including as *Favipiravir*, *siRNAs*, *PMOs, AVI6002*, *Brincidofovir*, *BCX4430*, and *ZMapp*, have been developed. Among these, the most promising and active antiviral drugs are *ZMapp* and *Favipiravir*. Hence, to get a victory against Ebola, we still require powerful drugs and vaccines. In addition to therapeutics and medications, optimized care using resilient health system is very important.

Optimal control theory was used to develop dynamic mathematical model of EVD which can be used to reduce the sensitivity in the population. The Centre for Disease Control and Prevention is engrossed broadly with allies to help stop the epidemic at its source in Africa. Thousands of people from affected areas travel to different part of the world. As long as Ebola is growing, practitioners are required to be very alert to the probability of EVD, check travel history, and immediately separate and test ill travelers who have travelled to EVD affected regions in the past 3 weeks [@bib0355]. However, it is a challenging task. Regardless of the fact, the service of anticoagulant therapy in humans needs additional studies distinctly in confining with clear-cut antiviral remedies. Though, the services of interferons as broad-spectrum antivirals archaize finite both by the brevity and fatality of their effects. This has jeopardized attention about the expectancies for a wide array of other newly characterized cytokines that also inspires innate immunity. To elevate the predictability, it becomes mandatory to identify infected persons as soon as possible, which requires latest diagnostic techniques and treatment facilities. A single nonchalant activity can be disastrous. By following precautionary measures, spread of the disease can be restricted to a large extent. Challenges in combating Ebola are not only limited to resources and knowledge, but also public and personal hygiene that must be adopted in the society.
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